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Abstract 

On 25th,2015 at 11:56 a earthquake of magnitude 7.8 occurred in Nepal. It’s epicentre (28.147°N, 84.708°E ) was located in the 

village of Barpak, Gorkha locality  which is something like 77 km north-west of the centre town Kathmandu  and its central depth 

was 15 km. earthquake also had a effect on adjacent area of India, China, Bangladesh. In the earthquake more than 500000 houses 

were completely destroyed and about 270000 houses were partially destroyed.  Many of the people were living without roof. Here 

in this project we have discussed about the cause of earthquake, what was the major destruction, remedies for the future destruction 

and its control, the discussion on some issue in regard to earthquake risk reduction of Non-engineered building, such as: Earthquake 

safety in developing countries along with its management, on pre-disaster easing and preparedness, earthquake break reduction 

initiatives taken such as training of building codes with guidelines along with disaster mitigation for sustainable development. 

After that the major cause of severe damage experiential in non-engineered building in the past earthquakes are currently briefly 

along with critical elements to be included in new constructions are decorated. Methodology for seismic retrofitting of stone house 

developed, implement and verified by the author in the field is introduce Next costs along with benefits of earthquake prevention 

method are indicated. Finally a practically feasible and efficiently viable scheme of earthquake challenging new building 

construction along with seismic-retrofitting of reside unsafe building is outlined.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For the most of the reinforced concrete buildings in Sindhupal chowk district (which is near to epicentre) had moreover collapsed 

or were relentlessly damage. Moreover, an amount of buildings in Kathmandu valley also distorted and suffered relentless break 

requiring annihilation and reconstruction of the building. A lot of the buildings suffered reasonable to minor damage (some beam 

and column failure, infill wall cracking, non-structural damage) and need seismic retrofitting. For the most of the collapsed 

buildings suffer soft-first story fail through brittle failure of the columns resultant from fracture of reinforcement bars. Collapse of 

inadequately constructed buildings results in pounding break to adjoining well engineered buildings. This subject can be address 

by imposing a minimum departure distance between adjacent buildings. Buildings on which a number of stories were added on 

existing low-rise buildings suffer soft-first story fail. Most of the buildings designed according to current building codes may be 

subjected to minor break (cracks in infill masonry walls etc.). The non-structural walls were a lot damaged in for the most part of 

the buildings. These walls were broken up easily from the frame because of poor bonding between the walls and the major structural 

frame. 

II. PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

 Damage Risk of Non-Engineered Buildings 

 Earthquake Intensity and Building Damage 

The effect of an earthquake on position (soils, rocks, hills and plains) and manmade buildings, structures, infrastructure as well as 

services vary really in the generally impacted area. The parameter are very many which persuade the effect on and the presentation 

of any given building or structure. Therefore reasonably a non-uniform break pattern is often seen. The central parameters are: 

1) Distance from the contributing fault:- usually new the distance less the break, except where local soil effect change the 

guide by amplifying the earth motion;  

2) The intrinsic strength or susceptibility of the building or structure; stronger the building fewer the damage, weaker the 

building additional the damage. 

 Performance of Non-Engineered Buildings During Earthquakes 

a) Earthen Houses 

The performance of clay houses during earthquakes of MSK VIII or extra has been usually very poor consisting of broad cracks 

in walls and separations of walls at corner, and complete collapse of walls, roofs and floors leading to death and injury to the 
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people. Due to heavy mass of remains, rescue work of buried people also has been institute to be difficult and time uncontrollable; 

even more so if the street get blocked by fall. 

b) Masonry Buildings 

Since the seismic remarks all over the world on masonry building consisting of walls completed from fired bricks, random-rubble 

or field stone or a arrangement thereof, the follow types of damage become obvious: 

The masonry, creature weak in tension as well shear, when shaken parallel during an earthquake, cracks very simply in various 

ways such as straight up bending cracks near vertical edges, parallel bending cracks below roof as well as floor along with above 

plinth. Diagonal tension crack starting from corner of chance as well as in star pattern in the vertical piers among openings as well 

as in the spandrel beams of shear walls are imperative since they negatively affect the structural strength.  

c) Wooden Houses 

The earthquake show of timber houses has usually been good, particularly that of the timber frame, and also anywhere the cladding 

consists of cover, boarding, walling, bamboo matting, etc. other than the brick or stone infill contain frequently exposed movement 

out of the level surface of frames. The most unsafe aspect of timber buildings has been their biodegradation and poor fire 

confrontation. The risk of fire during earthquakes is actual due to kitchen fires and due to short circuiting of electric wiring. 

 Quality of Construction and Maintenance 

Within Adobe, Stone, Brick or Block masonry of any type, the following factor will constitute good excellence of construction 

and need to be monitored as well as controlled: 

1) Good excellence of building materials - mortar as well as building units of good strength.  

2) Proper bond so as to fracture vertical joints in walls. 

3) Construction of walls actually vertical.  

 Structural Strengthening of Low-Rise Masonry Houses 

The acceptance of the architectural planning principle as above is the first step toward getting your strength back the seismic 

behaviour of the buildings. Severe damage will immobile be likely in areas of Intensity VII or high. Hence reinforcing of masonry 

walls will be required for seismic safety. The extent of reinforcing will depend on the stage of safety desired. 

1) Modify in the construction pattern is not feasible therefore not practical;  

2) The use of confined materials will continue with marginal raise in use of cement, steel along with other modern materials, 

Very simple adjustment in the traditional building system need to be included for earthquake resistance which possibly will easily 

be understood and adopt by the local artisans, and socially accepted by the people. 

 Structural Strengthening of Wooden Houses  

The fundamental requirements of timber buildings are regarding durability adjacent to weathering as well as insect attack by 

seasoning with preservative treatments. The joints among the members have to be firm throughout the use of framing, nails, bolts 

or disc-dowels as well as kept tight by using steel strap. In timber building of stud-wall construction before the brick construction, 

the mainly important strengthening condition is that of diagonal revitalizing elements, together in the horizontal as well as vertical 

planes of the inclusion so that the house is reserved from twisting bend in its plan and shearing twist in the walls. 

 Strengthening Measures for Earthen Houses 

Strengthened by lintel band and roof band through the timber the roof rafter is to be held to the roof band throughout spikes or 

galvanize iron wires. Walls are completed stronger by buttresses. 

 Seismic Retrofitting of Existing Engineered Building 

 Innovative Retrofitting Techniques 

The reasonably comprehensive abstract of seismic break presented in the previous section, on altered classes of buildings structures, 

was future to illustrate the susceptibility of the buildings stock in a specific area of the world with its exact culture with traditions. 

Different sets of questions materialize from this analysis, along with them: 

1) what can be done to alleviate the vulnerability of existing building, broken or safe by a seismic event; and 

2) How can design as well as construction practices for future building be altered to minimize the vulnerability. 

 Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Technologies 

The end two decades have seen the coming of age of complex materials (also known as fiber-reinforced polymer or FRP 

composites) for the retrofitting of active structures . Italy has been at the front position in the acceptance of the FRP technology 

from both the realistic point of view (i.e., wide variety and number of applications) as well as its addition in design with construction 

specifications. FRP technologies include superficially bonded fiber sheets install by manual lay-up along with FRP plates, 

adhesively bonded. The former method can provide shear and flexural strengthening in addition to column confinement. 

 Fiber-Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) Technologies-  

Fiber (dry or pre-impregnated) fabrics are life form used in conjunction through cementations (hydraulic or non-hydraulic) mortars 

for superficially strengthening concrete along with masonry members. If compare to externally bond FRP installed by manual lay-

up, this technology use the open mesh fabric to replace the unbroken fiber plies as reinforcement, as well as the cementitious 

material to change the organic resin as matrix. This class of material systems have been deployed under different acronyms. 

 FRC Technologies 

Randomly dispersed fibers can be additional to a mortar or material to create what is recognized as FRC (fiber-reinforced concrete). 

This is the oldest as well as most investigated along with the composite technology for construction. It has established very effective 
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in application such as slabs-on-grade the length of with tunnel linings, but latest development make it mainly attractive, and viable, 

for the restore and rehabilitation of concrete or masonry when the release method is shotcrete. FRC shotcrete might be a superior 

technology if the substrate surface, after confiscation of loose or deteriorate portions, is mainly rough such as in the case at what 

time the reinforcement is completely exposed. Another appropriate application is in the case of basement walls, either constructed 

by means of inadequate building materials such as stone or rubble, or so as to have suffered extensive break. 

 Cost of Seismic Protection in New construction and Retrofitting-  

Cost wise the buildings construction include the seismic confrontation requirements in the first instance, works out the cheapest in 

conditions of the safety of the building and that of the occupant Retrofitting of an active inadequate building may entail as much 

as 2 to 3 times the initial extra expenses required on seismic resist features. Repair as well as seismic strengthening cost of a 

damage building may even be 4 to 8 times as costly. It is therefore very a lot safer as well as cost-effective to build earthquake 

resistant building at the initial stage itself according to the related seismic codes. 

 Retrofitting Vs Reconstruction 

Replacement of damage buildings or active unsafe buildings by restoration have to generally be avoid due to a number of reason, 

the main ones along with them being: 

1) Higher cost of reconstruction than that of reinforcement or retrofitting, 

2) Protection of historical architecture, and  

3) Maintaining useful social with cultural environment. 

 Seismic Retrofitting 

The main reason of the seismic strengthening is to improve the seismic resistance of an existing dangerous building, or a damaged 

building while repair so that it becomes safer under opportunity earthquake occurrences. This work may occupy by giving 

agreement to the structure, by as long as a proper connection between its resist elements, in such a way Inertial services generated 

by the shaking of the building can  be  transmit  to the that member  that have Ability to resist them.  Typical significant aspects 

are the invigorating of roofs with the floors to be able to act. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Nepal earthquakes also confirmed how vulnerable some of the typical elements of historical and modern masonry structures 

are, such as bell and clock towers, tympanums and vaults of churches, irregular walls with openings, and load-bearing walls without 

RC tie beams or steel ties at floor levels. 

The observations on damage and deficiencies of existing buildings indicate that some retrofit interventions could be carried out 

using FRP, FRCM and FRC technologies, which have demonstrated effectiveness and adaptability to repair situations. 
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